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QUESTION:

Suppose you have plans to go
to prom with someone who you
like as a friend. A week before
prom you overhear that
person Is friends say that your
date only wants to use you
(for sex or money).
What would you do and why?
Winning writings will be printed in next month's
New Expression.
This month's winners appear below.

RULES
Send typed or neatly printed
entries with:
Your name:
Home adress:
Phone number:
Age:
School:
Te_acher's name:
Send to:
Writing Contest
New Expression
70 E. Lake St., Suite 815
Chicago, IL 60601

Must be under 19 to win.
Sponsored by
The Polk Bros. Foundation -A Chicago Concern

February Writing Contest Winners
How would you define political liberalism and conservatism in America?
Where would you place your own opinions on the political spectrum
(between conservative and liberal)? Why?

n side this issue
3 Special Section
Women in non-traditional careers
7 SOUTHSIDE
Student protest at Chicago Ag;
Views on affirmative action
12 VIRTUAL REALITY

#1) Conservatism and liberalism are two theories of government. Conservatism is a type of theory which allows the
citizens to only have certain rights. Conservatism deprives certain privileges from the citizen since it is usually for
the benefit of the wealthy. One of the benefits of the theory of conservatism is that it has somewhat of a strong,
strict form of theory. Liberalism is a type of theory which allows the citizens to have few or no restrictions on their
rights. Liberalism gives as many privileges to a citizen as possible. The benefit of liberalism is that it allows a
person to act in any way which they believe is right.
I am a conservative because a conservative has strong principles, holds morals and works for what they
believe is right. A conservative is a person, for example, whose principles he or she stands for are so strong that he
or she would not allow somebody to go against them. For example, a conservative would be a person who is
against abortion and for the traditional laws this country was founded on. This type of theory benefits all people
because a conservative doesn't believe in liberalism since liberalism sometimes leads to the harm of others. For
example, a liberal would just think of what benefits themselves and won't consider the consequences of what their
actions might bring. This is why a conservative's theory is the best. The conservative form of citizenship is for the
country and the majority of the people. This is why conservatism is my choice for the moment or maybe always.
Marta Ohumada, Kelly

/SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT
NE's guide to summer jobs
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14 MATTERS OF DEGREES
Help in finding financial aid
15 NORTHSIDE
The CTA bus pass dilemma
A Multi-culti modeling agency
18 BACKSTAGE
with Marvin Patterson
21 SPORTS
Bulls' ball boy Brian Smetana
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Getting it together: Do's and Don'ts
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A story that appeared in the February issue of
New Expression. inc orrectly stated that Anita Ward has been
teaching at Hirsch Metro for 24 years. She has actually been
teaching in the Chicago Public School system for 24 years, with
half of that time at Hirsch. Also, she is involved with her c hurch's
youth choir, but she is no t the choir director.

#2) Political liberalism, to me, is a political system that is open minded towards the better life of American citizens. I
support political liberalism because it gives people information on real things or situations that are happening for the
youth as well as the old. I mean, the youth right now need information about sex, alcohol, drugs, abortion, but
especially the HIV virus that is killing more people's lives than ten years ago. Our society now is in a crisis which
really needs the liberal government to hand out information and warnings outside the homes. Schools are the best
place to promote and insist on you protecting yourself when having sex, on not drinking and driving, and on not
using drugs. In abortion you should have your own choice.
If we have political conservativism, the people will not see the real world that is happening right now. Even
more people will die if there are no talks or handouts to let people know what their getting into. If America gets back
to the traditional family, America will not grow in power and will have low standards against other nations in the·
world. If America wants to be a more respectful and powerful country, it has to start with the citizens living here ·N1
the United States.
So we need a political liberal government for the better lifestyle of us Americans.
Adrian Jimenez, Kelly
#3) I would define liberalism as a sense of freedom where you have the choice to do and act as you feel and not
worry about what others may think of you. Conservatism, as I see it is the old fashioned way of looking at things,
like those traditional American family values. I would have to consider myself a liberal.
I believe that we are entitled to certain rights as a people and to live as we believe and not to be excluded
due to race, color, or sex. There is a new world of challenges and opportunities waiting before us and we are the
only ones to go after them. By going after them we shouldn't be stopped or nagged because it's not traditional or
the "right thing to do." We should be guaranteed to equal opportunities whether we are female or male, young or
old.
I feel that everyone has to realize that people and their way of thinking cha~ge as time passes and you
can't keep that from happening or put the world on pause. Our world, let alone the United States, is in a mess and
the government has to realize that it takes more than them by themselves to even make a difference. We live in a
great country and it's up to us to go after our beliefs and not those of other people, no matter who they are or think
they are. We are individuals and as time changes we change with it. We live in the land of many opportunities so
we may as well take advantage of them.
Jamie Mikrut,Kelly
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THE STRUGGLE CONTINUES: despite recent setbacks, women's movement still growinJ
1992 wassuppo~d to be the year of the woman.
Carol Mosely Braun. Diane Feinstein, Dr. Jocelyn Elders. and Hillary Rodham Clinton promised to change the world we live in, to make it better for everyone. but especially women.
Well. it's 1995 and nothing seems to have changed.
True.small steps forward have been made but for every small step forward, two large steps have
beentakenback.
The Clinton administration failed to pass any Health Care Reform Legislation.and Rodham
Clintonwasblcrned.
Feinstein, a senator from Califomia who many hoped would play a major rote in Congress
has been silent, and was just barely re-elected in November.
Dr. Elders was recentty removed from her position as SUrgeon General for her controversial and
unapologetic rad~ealstatementsconceming sex.birth controland masturbation
This is not to say that women are going nowhere. We are moving forward Every day more
and more myths about women are exposed. Men are leam1ng that they must treat women
as equals.
Soon the first woman trained to fly the B-52 bomber Will take off Women w1ll be able to
fight in the armed forces in positions they never dreamed were possible.
Soon. people will realize that women can be just as good soldiers as men can
Some of the areas that women are making the most strides are the arts and med1a
Political talk shows are beginning to have all women panels lead by C atherine Crier in
1991 . Women are beginning to make up more of a percentage of TV joumalists. too. Even
more encouraging is the fact that these reporters are beginning to look more and more like
regular, everyday women. and less and less like live Barb1es
More and more mainstream films are being d irected by women Their talents are being
noticed and hailed all over the g lobe as the gen1us that they are
Although w omen's liberation has a long way to go, we are moving in the right direction.
both men and women mustwor1< hard to insure thatthisnew-found progressconhnues.and that
someday we will truly have the ·partnership society· that so many
have dreamed of for so long
Heather MacDonald, Kenwood
Illustration by Hugo Garcia, Lane

WOMEN'S WORK
1. Administrative support (79.3%)
2. Service occupations (59.7%)
3. Professional specialty (52.6%)
4. Technicians and related support (49.0%)
5. Soles occupations (47.9%)
6. Executive. administrative . managerial (41.5%)
7. Operators. fabricators . laborers (25.0%)
8. Precision production, croft & repair (8.6%)
9. Construction trades (1.9%)

MEN'S WORK
1. Construc 1ion trades (98.1%)
2. Precision production. craft & repair (91 .4%)
3. Operato rs. fabricato rs. laborers (75.0%)
4. Executive. administrative. managerial (58.5%)
5. Sales occupations (52.1%)
6. Technic ians & re lated support (51 .0%)
7. Pro fessional specialty (47 .4%)
8. Service occupations (40.3%)
9. Administrative support (20.7%)

Illustration By Hugo Garcia, lane
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just the
facts,ma'am
Some stats on
working women
The following statistics are
the most current data
available. The stats were
compiled by the Chicagobased Women Employed
Institute .from government
statistics (March 1993).

Participation
• 58 million women work in
the civilian labor force
• 45% of all workers are
women
• 58% of all wom en work
• 58% of black women
work
• 53% of Hispanic women
work
• 58% of white women work

Marital status/
working mothers
• 55% of working women
are married . 25% are single
and 20% are widowed.
divorced or separated
• 50% of all married couples
have both spouses working
• 52% of women with
chil.dren under the age of 2
work
• 75% of all mothers with
school age children work
• 67% of all mothers with
children under 18 work

Female headed households
• 12 million families ( 17%)
are headed by women
• 63% of women family
heads are in the labor
force
• 66% of women maintaining families are white
•34% of women maintaining families are black and
Hispanic

Education
• Female high school
graduates earn 30% less
than male high school
graduates
• Women college graduates earn 29% less than
male college graduates
·women with high school
degrees earn only $1 .214 a
year more than males with
less than a ninth grade
education
• Even with Doctorate
degrees. women earn just
6% more than their male
colleagues who hold only
bachelor's degrees.
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C_ommunications CEO Susan Hurley
1s makmg a way for herself and others

If I were to osk you. "Who is the chief executive officer of Cable
Communications?" it wouldn't surprise me if you didn't know.
It also wouldn't surprise me if you would be surprised to know it's a
woman . and not a man.
Susan Hurley owns Cable Communications. a South Side business
that reported $2 million in revenues last year and employs 22 people.
Hurley is an electrical communication contractor. She says she only
makes half as much money as a man in her field could make.
because a man would have fewer obstacles in obtaining new
business.
That's because women have long known what scholarly journals
and scientific studies now validate: Being female all too often means
being paid less and being treated with less respect than men. even
when both sexes are doing the same work (see sidebar).
Hurley says she reinvests much of the profits she makes into her
company. "I'm trying to make iteasiertodothisjob in the future ... she
says.
Hurley says that she enjoys being her own boss. but running a small
business is anything but easy. "It is hard to get loans from the banks as
well as credit." she said.
Hurley has a high school diploma. but never attended college. She
took electrical courses provided by Commonwea lth Edison. She was
then hired by the utility. She started her business in 1987 because some
of her co-workers needed a contractor to do some work for them.
What advice does she have for a teen who wants to pursue a job
in this field? Be prepared to start from the bottom and work your way
up. she said. Also. you must be very knowledgeable about the field
you want to pursue before you can even think about starting a
business.
But if you'd like to some day be self-employed. go for it.
"Nothing's wrong with trying something new." she said. "No matter
how difficult it may be."
Kenya Davis, Kenwood

According to the
u.s. Dept. of Labor:
Number of...

Median weekly salary

Welders and cutters
Me n: 490.000
Women: 17,000 women

$457
$306

Heating, air conditioning
and refrigerator mechanics
Men: 201.000
Women : 4.000

$492
$617

Heavy equipment mechanics
Men: 143,000
Women: 2,000

$539
$526

Here's some local places to contact if you
want to know more about women in nontraditional jobs in Chicago.

Women's Business Development
Center - 853-3477
Women Employed - 782-902
Women in Management - 419-0171
Women in Trades 942-1444

~ /1 ff~~i'l;iff'l;
Have women's roles in Hollywood
improved in recent years?

Rachel Lesser:

Joeanne Z.:

" Yes, I think that
they have improved in the past
five years, since
women have been
getting better roles.
On the other hand
there are still
women which still
maintain the sleezy
roles."

"Yes I think that
roles have become more respectable since
there are more
female d irectors
and writers in
Hollywood."

r

Spike Lee and Chris Zorich on the ball with Hooo Dl'eamel's scholarship
The film Hoop Dreams showed how two Chicago families used
hope to see them through the day-to-day cha llenges of life in
the hood. From now on, one Chicago family will have more than
hope to get them through because filmmaker Spike Lee and his
40 Acres and a Mule production company, in conjunction with
Chicago Bears lineman Chris Zorich, recently announced the Spike
Lee Hoop Dreamers scholarship fund The first winner of the $500
award is Dedric Collins, a Marshall High School sen1or who plays
the saxophone 1n his school band Collins cred1ts "the love of
God" and support from h1s parents for h1s ability to ma1ntain a 3 2
grade point average, despite living amidst gangs and other negatiVIty. He said he ts ~very honored proud and happy to be acknowledged for doing well academtca1 y He plans to u'iend
either the Untverstty of Illinois or Tulane, maJoring n b tochemtstry
Marshall pnnc.pal Steve Newton added that he was pteased
that Hoop Dreams s g1v1ng back to the schools. New Expression
caught up with Collins and Zorich on the fifty-yard I ne of So1dler
Field
What prompted you and Spike Lee to start this scholarship?
Zorich: Spike and the 40 Acres and a Mule product1on company
are the onginators They just asKed me for my help a'"ld I was glad
to give 1t. Everyone needs a chance to earn a h1gher educat1on
It also can show that there are rewards for hard efforts We must
not assume that because of our area that we cannot succeed f
we can get that out of our mtnds, we can succeed. 'o matter
what the conditions, you can succeed.

LEFT :Ch icago Bears
lineman Chris Zorich
congratulates Marshall
senior Dedric Collins on
winning the $500 Spike
Lee Hoop Dreamers
scholarship.

Phooo by Paul Price, South Shore

- --Dora La Couture
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Bring this ad
in and get
10% off.

REPORTERS

Florence "Toya • Canoda, Undblom; Kenyo Davis, Kenwood; Andre Hogan. Curie; Heather MacDonotct.
Kenwood; Robert Martin. Hirsch; Jennifer Meyer, Bogan; Aruba Roy, St. Martin De Porras; Adrienne
Samuels. Morgan Park; Harold Bell. Hyde Park; Chemica Brown. Whitney Young; Rodell Dawson. Von
Steuben; Nikito Dixon. Mantey; Rofot Emmanuel. Whitney Young. LaQuls Harkins. Whitney Young;
Kenan Higgins. DuSoble:Adam Uttle. Undblom; William Lee. Hyde Park: Lekelshla McGee. Harlan;
Corey Miggins. Harlan; Shena Ponder. Whitney Young: Blltye Rhodes. Whitney Young; Beshanda
Spencer. Von Steuben; Marcus Thomas. Kenwood;
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P Pree
Seduction of
the people as
a whole

NORTH SIDE BUREAU

Karla Rivera. Von Steuben; Ayanna Felton. Dorwin: Carlos Carrero. Mather: Raman Arellano. Ayonno
Felton. Darwin: Gabriel Bumelle. Schurz: Monica Gonzalez. Sullivan: Silvia Granados. Sullivan
SOUTH SloE BURfAU

Leslie Gray. DuSoble:Mena Gray. Julian: Kathy Kelley, DuSoble; Monico Pegues. DuSobie
PHOTOGRAPHERS

James Shuford. South Shore: Sandy Strugllnskl. Motlo: Paul Price JR .South Shore
JUUSIRAIORS

Leslie D. Bautista. Truman College. Andrew Belusa; Ronnie Dukes. Mt Carmel: Mark Flores. Latin: Hugo
Garcia. Lone Tech; Anthony Lewellen. Columt>la College: John Martin. Southern Illinois University:
Myonle Tatyon. Hirsh; Marc. M M .G Peters. liT: Mark Summers: Charles Franldn
APMtN ASSISTANT

S!nerry Inez Smith. Janes.
NE FUNPERS INCLUPE·

Allstate Foundation;Amoco Foundation; Arthur Andersen &Co.;Avenor America
lnc.;Bannerman Foundation;Bank of America;Canadian Pacific Forest Products;
Charles Levy Circulating Co.;Chicago Dept. of CulturaiAffairs;Chicago Sun·
Times;Chicago Tribune Foundation; Crain Communications; Ida and Arie Crown
Foundation;Dow-Jones Newspaper Fund;Richard Driehaus Foundation; Fei-Pro
Mecklenberger Foundation; Harris Trust; lnclyne lnc.;The John D. and Catherine
T. MacArthur Foundation; Leo Burnett; Kraft General Foods; Nalco Foundation;
Northern Trust Bank;Oakbrook International; Polk Bros. Foundation; Quaker
Oats; R.R. Donnelley & Sons; The Chicago Reader; Sara Lee Foundation; Sears
Roebuck & Co.; Stone Container; Walgreen's; W.P. & H.B. White Foundation;
Howard l. Willett; Women of Christ Church; Women inCommunication -North
Shore Chapter; WPWR-TV, Channel 50 Foundation.
STAff
Executive DlreciOI, Susan Her!. Edtot1ol Advisef/Progran Coordlnat01. Dems Sykes, Blreou/Supplements
Coordinator, Adolfo Mendez. GrapNcsCoodlnator, Joel. Johnson.Jr., Layout Coodlnator.Otto R. Gonzoiez.X
Phologlophy Coorc:inotor •Moly Winkelman. AdvelflsJng Dlrect01, Greg E McCiotn, Director ol Development.
Garfield Philpotfs. Busness Manager Panekl Wlson

New Expression Is published once a month except July & August
by Youth Communication/Chicago. a not for profit agency. New
Expression Is a member of Youth News Service. Editorial o ffices
are crt 70 E. Lake Street Suite 815. Chicago . IL 60601 . Phone (312)
641- NEWS. FAX 641-6470.
For mall subscription send $12 per year ( 10 issues) to Circulation.
New Expression 70 E. Lake Suite 815Chlcago.IL60601 with name ,
address and zip code. © 1995 Youth Communication/C hicago

H01/ZONS
A SAFE, FUN SPACE FOR
GAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL YOUTH
• DROP-IN CENTER
• DISCUSSION GROUPS
• ACTIVITIES
• EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
• HIV-POSITIVE SUPPORT GROUP

961 MONTANA ST.
CHICAGO, IL
CALL 472-6469 (DAY) OR 929-HELP (6-1 0 PM)
327-5381 (TID FOR HEARING IMPAIRED)
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·Education gives you
the opportunity to
pursue your dreams.
Choose Education ...
believe me ff's the best
choice you'll ever make.f"
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MAJORS

PROGRAMS

• Business Management
• Diploma On 10 Months)
• Accounting
• Associate Degree
(In 15 Months)
• Medical Assisting
• Medical Records Technology • Bachelor's Degree
(In 3 yeatS or less)
• Computer Systems
Technician
• CAD/Drattlng
JOB PLACEMENT
• Graphic Arts
Chlcogo Campus
• Photography a Film Imaging • 95% of Diploma a
180 N. LaSalle St.. Chlcago. IL 666o1
Degree Grads secured
• Travel a Tourism
(312) 836-4008
starting positions last year
•
Computerized
Business
Orland Park Campus
• Free Ufetlme Placement
Systems
43 Orland Square. Orland Park. IL 60462
• Administrative Assistant
(708) 460-BCXXl

(800) 225-1520

Robett Morris College II a Private, Not-For-Pro/if Institution AcctedHed by the Norlh Central Assoc/atfon of Colleges ct Schools

You may or may not hate
me,
simply because I despise TV.
Yes, yes I know, but I
won't go,
Over the typical argument though.
I will explain the problem
I have,
With those that refuse
the moral path.
All the court TV in the
world can't possibly,
cover the mental anguish that evolves
around me!
You've shown brothers,
wives, heroes and
mothers,
defending themselves
and running for cover.
So what you've got
Juice,
It doesn't matter cause
he's not loose.
Day in day out you tune
in and drop out
all the while you lose
more and more clout
they go on with the
proceedings and you
have a look
Disregarding all who
speak while ignoring
books.
Some say "TV is the
drug of a nation ..."
You think so too but you
just change the station
... it breeds ignorance
and feeds radiation
to drown those people
the volume climbs
without complication
Don't tell me to shut up
it's for your own good
I don't escape through
the TV, thankfully, knock
on wood
Why don't you kill the
boob tube and save your
soul
'Cause it's the seduction
of the people as a whole.

C harles Franklin
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Chicago Ag students stage sit- in
to show support for ousted principal
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Back in the 1960's, students conducted sit-ins to fight for racial equality.
This is exactly what students of the
Chicago Agricultural High School
(CHSAS) did on a recent Friday to show
their support for Dr. Barbara Valerious,
the school's principal who was forced
out by the Local School Council.
More than half of the student body sat
by their lockers in protest of the
principal's firing. Despite the protest,
Valerious will lose her job as principal at
the end of this school year.
Many students and faculty say she
was voted out because she supports
Black and Hispanic students who want
to see the school expand.
CHSAS is located in Mount Greenwood, which is 95% white. But 85% of
the students in the school are non-white.
Enough pressure was applied on the LSC to reconsider its decision, and a second
vote was held Feb. 1 to determine the principal's fate. The LSC again voted not to
renew Valerious' contract.
"I believe that since Valerious called the community racist, and had a run-in with
Alderwoman Rugai, the community is retaliating ," said Shirley Roach , a senior
counselor at CHSAS, who supported the students in their sit-in.
"I am delighted at the expressions of the students," Roach said. "Most importantly,
the entire sit-in was organized by the student body, and they influenced parents to
get involved . It was such an orderly process and well done."
The students felt their principal, who is wh ite, was sensitive to the needs of her
students. "Dr. Valerious has kept minorities in the school and has even given scholarships to Blacks," said senior Colitha Tate. "The community doesn't want this.
They don't want the (school to expand) because it will bring more minonties."
"They want to make it an all white school so their kids can go there instead of
paying for Catholic or private schools." Tate said.
Said senior Jarah Braswell: "Valerious has always supported the students as a
whole including Blacks, Hispanics, and whites. She has put a great effort into getting
us an addition (to the school) and the community wants to take it away. They are
angry that we started the addition."
Rumors abound among students about the fate of the school. Some unconfirmed
rumors are that with Valerious no longer principal, the new school could be changed
into a regular high school or into an elementary school and possibly relocated .
The reality is the school will expand at its present location, according to senior
counselor Roach. "The school will certainly expand," she said. "The ground has
already been broken . The question now is which blue print will be used."
Still, the rumors persist.
Chief among them is that Alderwoman Ginger Rugai has her eyes on a new principal-one she can control, and that students at CHSAS might be in for a dress code.
Sherry Smith , Jones Metropolitan
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The Chicago Trans1t Authority (CTA) IS not plann1ng to
make students pay whole fare or diSContinue stude!lt
reduced fare bus cards
Rumors to that effect spread following CTA President.
Robert Belcaster's appearance on WMAQ-67 on Feb.
5th. A rad10 reporter asked Belcaster what he would do
1f he doesn' t receive financ1a1support from state lawmakers. Belcaster's response "I' m not really sure what
we ' ll dol "
Many students felt the1r reduced fare pnces would be
in jeopardy.
But "Mr Belcaster said noth1ng about taking away
student bus cards: according to Annette Lee. a spokespersonforCTA
Lee says that there are no "Immediate plans· to cut
reduced fare Certa1n bus passes were cut because the
CTA was los1ng money and because the people were
abuSing them Lee said .
CTA bus passes have been around for 15 years (see
chart)
Next year the CTA will1ntroduce a new bus card
according to the customer seN1ce department The new
c ard will work like a debit card, with its value decreas1ng
the more you use it

Monica Pegues, Du Sable
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2 positions on affirmative action
affirmative action
no longer necessary
With the new Republican congress
just now coming into power, many of
the s0cial programs that have shaped
the lives of many Americans are being cut or totally cut off. One of these
programs is affirmative action . Politicians are beginning to feel that this
program is no longer necessary, that
race relations have progressed to the
point where racism no longer exists in
the work place.
Racism is now more prevalent and
institutionalized than ever. Many have
hoped that affirmative action would
solve this problem, but it hasn ' t. Despite forcing open some doors that otherwise
would have remained closed, it has done more harm than good. This issue
needs a quick answer before relations break down further, but affirmative action
is not it.
Affirmative action has, instead of demolishing stereotypes, created new ones.
It has given the racists new ammunition . And most importantly, it has further
11
endangered the already troubled : American Dream ."
Thi s country, as many are fond of saying, was built on hard work and
perseverance, by pulling yourself up by your bootstraps. These sayings seem
cliche now, but they still ring true. Nothing worth having comes easy. There's
another cliche. This society should be based on who people are and what they
can do, rather than what they look like or where they come from. The best
qualified person for a position should be hired, regardless of whether or not they
are white, Black, Hispanic, Asian, or purple. By telling a company that they
must have so many Black workers, or telling them that they can' t have any more
white workers destroys the notion that so many have worked and died for, that
all men and women are created equal. All that the government should ideally
do is level the playing field and keep a watchful eye out for racist businesses
and companies.
There are no easy answers to the question of affirmative action and quotas.
The fundamental problem with this program is that while empowering one race,
it disenfranchises another. This does nothing to create harmony between the
races, which should be this program's ultimate goal . The notion that the only
reason people of color are beginning to show up in well-paying, important jobs
is because of affirmative action is dangerous and wrong . It creates bitterness
among the people who feel they are getting passed over, and it creates another
stereotype that Black, Latino, and Asian workers must overcome .
It is just as racist to give someone a job, regardless of their q ualifications and
skills, because they are a certain race or color as to not give someone a job,
regardless of their skills, because they are not a certain race.
If we are to truly become a society free of racism affirmative action must be
ended. Bold, new leaders must step forward and lead this country out of the mess
that programs like affirmative action has created.
Heather MacDonald, Kenwood
Photo by Sandy Struglinski, Maria
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American racism makes
affirmative action legislation
more important than ever
Racism and prejudice runs deep
among many Euro-Americans. The
end result is that they refuse to see the
value and worth instilled in what they
call minority groups, especially those of
African ancestry. Because of this distorted view of African-American worth,
these people do not desire and do not
feel the need to include African-Americans in the workplace.
But this exclusion also occurs in institutions for higher learning as well as
economic, social, mental, psychologi cal, and physical climates.
As a result, affirmative-action was
created.
The purpose of the action is not only
to include "minorities" in the workplace. It means consciously including
"minorities" in ALL aspects of life.
Unfortunately, many people view affirmative action as a "gift," as if Black
people should be happy that they were given the chance to have a job or join a
club. These same people rant and cry that "those Blacks" are taking all the jobs
and all the money. And these are the same people who want to annihilate
affirmative action because they feel that "those Blacks" have been given enough.
A perfect example of this is the situation in California where politicians are trying
to change affirmative action laws.
The irony of the situation is that minorities haven't been given enough. Where
is the proof of this statement? Just look at society. Does the number of Black
people in powerful corporate positions equal or exceed that of the number of
whites? Does the number of Black law enforcement officials equal or exceed that
of whites? Does the number of Black anything equal or exceed that of whites?
No.
One may ask, why not? The answer is: Everything in, about, and around
society is dictated, owned, and run by white people. Blacks are nowhere to be
seen. A racist world cannot be cured of its disease until those people who are
being oppressors make an impact on the state of world affairs. But Blacks are
not allowed to have a say-so in the state of world affairs. Thus, racism cannot
be absolved until the oppressed gain as much prominence as the oppressive.
Once the wealth of society is spread among the people who built it, affirmative
action laws will be unnecessary.
Then there are companies that feel once they hire one Black person, they have
done their duty to Uncle Sam. These people are wrong. Affirmative action is not
about quotas, it is about fairness. The majority of the time, Black people hired
because of affirmative action are more than qualified to occupy the position . The
fact that a qualified Black person might only be hired because of a law is living
proof of how far society has not come.
America was built by the muscles and sweat of enslaved Africans. The
language, education, political system, and religion of this country were ideas
stolen from African civilizations. How has America thanked the African? They
haven't. But until white people acknowledge, believe, and understand the
greatness and potential of Black people, and all other perceived minorities,
affirmative action laws must stand.
Adrienne Samuels, MorganPark
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you can't go home no more
Her old neighborhood ain't what it used to be

to write lor the

18VIHIIItE bureau,

Everyday I look around at
neighborhoods I've lived in.
neighborhoods I ha ven't lived
in, and ones I DON'T wont to live
tn.
In most cases what I see ts the
some-<J torn up mess But the
netghborhoods weren · t always
that way. Some of them were
actually beouttfut and were a
privilege to hve tn A lot of them
were where some of the most
prestig1ous and offiuen• people
in Chtcogo lived. like mayors
and c1ty councilmen Now they
would probably be ashamed to odmrt it.
I om tolktng about neighborhoods like South Shore. Woodlawn
and ports of the King Dnve area once known as South Pork lr .shard
to ptnpotnt exactly who has happened to these places . though time
has a small port tn 11 It also has a lot to do w th he people
What people? I know many of us ho' e to odm1 1 but you con go
to places that Blocks were never onowed to h e and they loo' •ne
some as they did 30 or 40 ears ago
(Don't get me wrong .l om a Block student ana I om no preJUd.ced ogotnst my own people. but bothers me o see n1ce places
go down oi the hands ot one race That goes or all races not JUSt
Afncon Amencons )
Some lii<e to soy rho~ places JUSt change With e mes bu' that ts
the btggest cop-ou ever Places change because peopte c'"longe
Parents hove s opped rotstng hetr ch dren to respec people ana
other peoples' property, so naturally when they (the chtldren) hove
ktds they grow up with he some lock of resoec as rhe1r mothers and
fathers d1d, so there goes the netghborhoodl That process goes on
and on un!ll what was once a beautiful place o hve ,ts now a crime
ndden hell-hole. that reo ly tsn't fit to live tn
Constder I visi ed my old ne1ghborhood 66th and Rhodes Before
our tomlly mo\ied from rnere 1 v.. os o gorgeous oloce to five Peoo e
cv ihe rIa .vns lr mmed :heir hedges and even plan•eo rees 10 'le •
bock vords There were ov.ers on porches O'ld on he Ia ~nand ne
ne1gr tborho d bostco ~ loo ...ea ...e somelh ng or> TV
But NOW 1! loo s complete; d lieren
Th<>re l)re thugs. bums h~ypes prost lutes and \-.1nos on everv
corner Those 1nd ot people ore tn e'>ery netghborhood. some more
h dden than others Sue!) a ntce face. gotng dO\\ n I' e hot shou d
be lmbehevoble, bu' o me 1t 1sn because 11 s hoppentng e\en,da\
lhe bulld1ngs ore run down (most ore abandoned) the stdewa ...s
and streets ore reollr JUSt btg p1eces o; rock and rubb e ana t'le
flowers and trees hove been reduced to d1rt o:-1d weeds
But how con you keep places from gotng dO\\ n lil._e a straw house
set on ltre? S1nce rhcre 1s no sure lire eOS\ wo • \ ou hove to \~Ork to
keep tl together.
One way that con help IS for famthes 1n the netghborhood to torm
a block club A block club IS on organization of people who hve 1n
one porttculor block or a stretch ot two or three blocks
They get together a few limes a month to talk about (and sol\ e)
problems that affect the neighborhood It doesn t alwo)s work tn
every neighborhood because it tokes hard work and pottence to
prevent the people who don t care to stay out E\er'y neighborhood
needs people who believe that lime and pohence con tmprove
some things.
Another way Is for people to stmply work together It everyone
would ptck up a little trash. shovel and salt a few stdewalks. keep up
the trees. plants. or flowers. the neighborhood con look half-way
decent. II con work just like a household Everyone in a household
works together to keep their house stra ight
All you need ore the right people (In a neighborhood) and it co n
work
There was a time when things could happen In a neighborhood.
people would g et together and try to work it out. People now JUSt
don' t core.
Nowada ys what o neighb orhood really needs ore neighbors

Mina G ray, Julian

1. NON-VIOL[NC[ IS AWAY Of Llf[ fOR
COURAG[OUS P[OPL[.
Z. NON-VIOL[NC[ S[[KS TO WIN fRI[NDSI-IIP
AND UND[RSTANDING.
3. NON-VIOL[NC[ S[[KS TO D[f[AT INJUSTIC[,
NOT P[OPL[.
4. NON-VIOL[NC[ I-IOLDS TI-IAT SUff[RING CAN
[DUCAT[ AND TRANSfORM.
5. NON-VIOL[NC[ CI-IOOS[S LOV[
INST[AD Of I-IAT[.
6. NON-VIOL[NC[ 8[LI[V[S TI-IAT TI-l[
UNIV[RS[ IS ON TI-l[ SID[ Of JUSTIC[.
McDonald's honors Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. for his legacy of
values we cim all live, learn and love by. Let's keep his dream alive.

®

01994 McDonald's Owners ol
Chlcogoland and Nonhwest lndlana
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IIV spreading rmnpantly among teen populace
Current facts on the spread of AIDS are getting to be just
a little nerve-wracking these days.
As studies report the number of AIDS cases among gay
men and intravenous drug users. teenagers can be misled
into thinking AIDS is not •their" problem.
The Cook County Department of Health says that AIDS is
the leading cause of death among the 15-24 age group.
AIDS statistics that narrow In on the 13-19 age group are
harder to come by.
"ihe number of people living with the HIV virus between
13-19 is a small number,· says David Munar. policy associate
of the AIDS Foundation of Chicago.
"There is a huge number of people in their 20s living with
the HIV virus. But many of them were infected as teenagers,
which is the reason why there are no reported cases for the
teenage group." Munar says.
Munar says that AIDS. unlike cancer. can be prevented
Consider. From 1988-92, there was a 77% increase In the
spread of AIDS among teens. More than half of all high
school students have sex. while less than 50% are practicing
safe sex.
The result: About 2.5 million teens have been treated for
sexually transmitted diseases, including AIDS.
According to the Chicago Department of Health, 13.CXXJ
13-24 year olds have been diagnosed as having the AIDS
virus.
The Center for Disease Control reports 1.768 AIDS cases
amongthe 13-19agecategory FromJune 1991 toJunel994,
there were 401.749 cases reported . of which 12.735 were
cases in Illinois.
·we (as a nation) have a problem talking about sex.·
Munar says · For the most part, public schools don' t want to
talk about sex. If they do. they talk about abstinence. which
is fine. But the reality is teens are not abstaining , so protected
sex has to be addressed." he says.
Research by the Center for Disease Control reveals that
three-fourths of high school students have had sexual intercourse by the time they reach the 12th grade. Less than half
report consistent use of latex condoms. and about one-fifth
have had more than four partners.
Karen Hein. M.D .. Director of the Adolescence AIDS Program in Bronx, New York. notes that many teens don· t realize
they have the infection.
Who· s making visits to her office these days?
·we are now seeing younger teenagers and more fe
males.· Hein said. "None of whom recognized that they
were at risk for HIV at all.·

some FACTS on AIDS

1. About 70% of all teens have had sex by the1r sen1or year in h1gh school.
2. More than 1 1n 4 h1gh school boys have already had 4 or more sex partners.
3. More than 1 1n 8 high school g1rls have already had 4 or more sex partners.
4. More than 40% of all teenage g1rls ever diagnosed With AIDS were diagnosed in 1993.
5. Last year, one young person (13-24) was diagnosed with AIDS every 2 hours.
6. Every year; 40,000 new people are affected With HIV 1n the U.S.
7. Almost two-th1rds of teenager g1rls w1th AIDS were exposed from heterosexual contact.
8. Less than half of high school students who had sex 1n the prev1ous 3 months used a condom.
9. Runaway adolescents have an HIV infect1on rate 10 times higher than their teenage peers.
10. One of every 4 females With HIV 1nfect1on 1s 25-29 years of age.
11. More than one-th1rd of all teenage boys ever diagnosed w1th AIDS were diagnosed 1n 1993.
12. Almost 1 million Amencans are estimated to be HIV-pos1trve.
13. More than 300,000 U.S. men, women, and children have been diagnosed With AJDS.
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Here are four major findings of the
IX International Conference on AIDS:

• Wor•l Proct•ssi.n~
• Busint'f>S Adminietrution

1) The percent of adolescents having sexual intercourse has
increased during the 1980s, the time when supposedly everyone knew about AIDS.
2) Rates of curable sexually transmitted diseases like syphilis
rose dramatically among some groups of adolescents in the
U.S. during that time span.

3) Recent HIV studies worldwide now show adolescent
females with higher rates than adults.

4) Efforts to introduce meaningful, effective AIDS education
into schools and youth serving agencies are being stymied
because officials deny that the problem exists or they fear that
sex education will lead to more sex, despite studies showing
just the opposite to be the case.

Robert Martin, Hirsch
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Virt..al Briefs
J- The Jaguar seems to be finally coming up with games. Not only
do they have good versions ofAiien vs. Predator and Doom, but
they got a few new goodies coming. Fight for Life (a Virtual fighter
lookalike) where dead combantants fight to return to life. The PC
epic Robinson's Requiem comes to the Jaguar CD.Battlemorph,
the sequel to Cybermorph, blasts 50 worlds into the Jaguar CD, as
well. The caped crusader wil drop in with BATMAN FOREVER and
Trimark will bring White Men Can't Jump to the Jag. P!us Atari has
big plans for Thea Realem Fighters. They hired the stars of Mortal
kombat to be re-digited for their newest fighter.This could get interesting
J- Donkey Kong Land is set for release this March. This Super
Game Boy cart was developed by the same Silicon Graphics
systems that made OK Country. Play with OK and Diddy in 30 new
levels of monkey business.
J- Mortal Kombat II will get a lor more color in its home life with
the 32X version coming this March. More sounds and music, along
with bigger and better pies are expected of the new MKII. Mortal
Kombat II is now available for PC also.

J- The mighty Acclaim entertainment, who recently took over
Valiant Comics, is kicking off its comprehensive maketing and
editorial upgrading (Birthquake) to re-introduce Valiant. The first
step in Birthquake was the joining of Acclaim's new stars and
Valiant's talents: John Ostrander, Rages Morales, Bob Hall, Mike
Manley, Bart Sears, Dan Jergens, Andy Smith, and many more.
Acclaim will also be publishing most of there titles twice a month
and lowering their roster from 18 comics t o 10.
t- Sega is currently working on a video card for the Saturn. This
card will allow the Saturn to play full-motion video COs. You could
be watching your favorite movies on the new Sega system, which
they say might hit the shelves in the States sometime this year.
t- Peter Main, marketing VP for Nintendo, officially announced at
the Las Vagas consumer electronics show, that the NES platform
has "retired".

THE MAN BEHIND THE MAN OF STEEL
There are few people in the
storyline called "The Death of Clark
com ic industry with the talent and
Kent." Wanna know more? Wait, it
versatility of DC Comic's Dan
debuts in March.
Jurgens: the man behind the
When asked what he thought
about critics who accused him of
death of Superman, and more.
"I've been drawing since I was
over-hyping Superman storylines just
five years old," Jurgens said in an
to boost sales Jurgens replied,
exclusive New Expnlssion
"Every story we do, we have one job
interview. After graduating trom
to do ... and that's to sell comics.
college in 1983, Jurgens landed a
What we're doing is trying to sell
job at DC, drawing "Warlord." He
good, entertaining stories about
credits comic writer Mike Grell as
Superman."
the one who discovered him.
Dan is also an avid fan of other
Since then, Jurgens has been
artists in the industry. "I started out
swept into a fast-paced career,
as a comic fan ... I' m still a comic
drawing for such titles as Legion
fan and I still get a big kick out of
of Superheroes, Green Arrow,
sitting down and reading a good,
Justice League of America, and
decent comic, no matter who
ultimately the Superman titles. He
publishes it."
was the driving force behind the ,_11!111____
record-breaking smash hits
d
"The Death of Superman" and
~ rl)J~.
most recently "Zero Hour."
~\.!J~
Currently, Dan is working
with Valiant Comics, taking
over the writing and penciling
for "Solar, Man of the Atom."
"We'll be developing the
characters and some potential
new directions for Valiant-a lot
of new characters." "Solar" (the
story of a doctor who, after an
accident, develops devastating
powers) is due out in March - it
promises to be a huge hit with
Jurgens' fans. As for the Man of
· Steel, Dan revealed a new

When asked who he thought
would become major stars Jurgens
named Darryl Banks, describing
him as "very nice" and "very fresh."
He also named Jim Valance, and
Marvel's own Steve Epting. "I
expect bigger and better stuff from
them because I really like their
work." When asked what was his
most gratifying moment he said
"Probably when I finished Zero
Hour!"
Here's wishing Don Jurgens
continued success as he heads back
to the drawing board.
FREEWill Lee
(William Lee, Hyde Park)

A BIT of advice
When I check the TV ads and toy stores for the latest in video
games, I find a war zone. A cruel war that has smoldered since the
first edition of Pong, but, now the ante is up. The bit war of 1995 is
here, the goal: to sell the systems and make moolah by making
people believe that the higher the number of bits, the better the
games -- Period. While it's true that, at peak performance, a 64-bit
system can process up to eight times the data of a 8-bit system, in
reality, most of us know you can't base a good game solely on the
number of bits that are stuffed into it.
Plenty of 8-bit games out there are just as fun as today's games
for advanced platforms. Remember, it's the games that make the
system apJ?ealing not the other way around. Bits can make a
difference, but there is more to games than just the bits: sound ,
art, programming, management, game control, and creativity are
just as important.
Consider the current systems: Super Nintendo 16-bits, Sega
Genesis 16-bits, Neo*Geo 24-bits, 32X 32-bits, Atari Jaguar 64bits, 300 32-bits; and the systems knocking on the door (Nintendo
Ultra 64 64-bits, Sega Saturn 32-bits, Sony Play Station 32-bits) all
have their good games and bad games -- that's what the video
game companies aren't telling you. You can have as much fun on a
8-bit system as on a 64-bit system, if you have a favorite 8-bit
game. The Bit war is heating up but the real winner will be the
platform that has the best games, not the most bits. -- MaTrix

Why? Because CLC can prepare you quickly for where
the new, well paying positions are ...jobs that offer security,
promotions and the independence you're looking for. Can
you do it? Ask any of the I,OOO's of successful CLC graduates! Our "Systems for Success" makes all the difference.

• Classes to fit your schedule • Short Term Courses
• Financial Aid(if qualified) • Placement Assistance
• Accredited by C.C.A.

~ Computer Learning Center

200 S. Michigan Ave .. Chicago. IL 60604

Call (312) 427-2700
"Advanced Programming Programs also available.•
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There are three general sources for jobs this summer:
1. Federally funded--The Mayor's Office of Employment and Training (commonly
known as MED hopes to provide 10,000 jobs
2. Private business--Through partnership with the Illinois Dept. of Employment
Security, some 4,000 jobs will be available from Chicago business. This program is
called IIHire the Future.~~
=~==~ 3. Jobs that can extend all year-round (fast-food, retail, malls)

_

====~~====~=;

1.AboutMET
What Is it? These are jobs paid for by the federal government, but coordinated through the City of Chicago. Mayor
Daley's Summer Jobs Program starts in July and runs for eight weeks. Participants are paid minimum wage ($4.25 per
hour) and work about 20 hours a week. The program is funded by the federal government under the Job Training
Partnership Act.

Number of jobs available for teens: About 10,CXX)

Requirements: ages 14 through 21 can apply

Where to go: The Mayor's Office of Employment & Training is planning to use the following sites as intake centers,
where you can go to pick up and fill out an application for a summer job. If you have any questions, call MET 744-5929.

Special Intake
C.Y.C.L.E
Englewood
Trinia Davila
Lawndale Pilsen

510 N. Peshtigo Ct.
1441 N. Cleveland
6201 S. Halsted
3636 W . Armitage
1904 W. Cermak
829 W . 119th St.

~oseland

Austin
Uptown
Garfield
Kenwood
Humboldt Park
South Chicago

Columbus Park/500 S. Centra
Truman College/1145 W. Wilson
10 S. Kedzie
King Center/4314 S. Cottage Gr.
1400 N. Sacramento
8516 S. Commercial

2. Hire the Future
What Is It? These jobs are provided by businesses through a state program. The Illinois Department of Employment of
Security (IDES) is working closely with community, education and business leaders in encouraging young people, ages
16 to 21, to stay in school by introducing them to the working world . The Hire the Future Program places thousands of
Illinois youths in the summer.

Number of jobs available: 4 ,000 - 6,CXX)
Requirements:

·c-

•.maintain at least a
average. • possess at least eighth-grade readingand math skills
• have a minimum 90% school year attendance rate (this means you can't miss more than one day every two weeks.)
~~~~~ • have a tardiness rate under 10% • be at least 16 years of age and attend school
• be available to work the ten-week schedule as directed by the employer

Illustrations by Charles Franklin
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New Expression 's best advice: Get in touch with the school counselor. Hire the Future works directly with public and
private high schools, so the re should be someone at your school who has the information you need to land a job this
summer! About 7 ,(XX) teens in Chicago apply for 4,CXX) to 6,CXX) jobs, so you'll want every advantage- which includes
applying early. So see a counselor immediately.

3. All other jobs
G ranted , you can be creative and aggressively pursue jobs from other sources. If you 're such a go-getter, you may try
these agencies to ask about jobs-- we' re not saying these places have jobs for you, but they might be able to tell you where to
go... (Pius: if you speak Spanish, you should see page seven, for a listing of potential job contacts.)

Ada S. McKinley
Altemative School Network
.AlchdoceseofOicag::>/
Catholic Charities
Association House
AssuranceCorp./CoUegeofOftice Tech
Austin Career Education Center
Boys and Girts Club of Chicago
Henry Homer
Butler's Career Academy
Central States SER

955-2900
728-4030

Adept Training Academy, Inc.
American Gl Forum

326-6684
708/863-7220

655-7412

Asian Human Services

728-2235

Bk.JeGagoyle

324-0505

BSG Training lnstiMe
Career Works
Chartes D. Murdoch Institute

922-2116

27M083
278-0042
626-6988
666-9552
779·6373
379-1152

759·0047
378-2644

c

Get all your paperwork together!
What do I need to get an Illinois state ID card?
1) Birth certificate. If you've lost it and you were born in Ch icago, you can replace it
by going to the Board of Health at 50 W. Washington .
2) Proof of name - bring a piece of mail or a bill with your name on it.
3) Proof of Illinois residency - through current mail addressed to your home.
4) Proof of social security number.
5) Proof of signature for comparison - either an old 10 card , cashed check, birth
certificate, or any 10 card with your signature on it.

Where do I go for all of this?
The State of Illinois Building, 100 W. Randolph. (Downtown) For more information ,
call 793-1020.
What do I do if I've lost my social security card or need to get a number?

You can apply at any social security office or call 1-800-772-1213 to find out
where the nearest social security office is to you .
To get a social security card , you MUST HAVE:
• an original birth certificate, NOT A PHOTO COPY. If you were born in the U.S.
but out of the Chicago area, call the 1-800- number for Social Security and they can
tell you how much your birth certificate will cost and where to write to get it. You also
need a piece of 10, either a driver's license, health insurance, or utility bill. There's
no cost for a social security number or card. If a child is under age, a parent must
present an 10. For more information, contact Social Security at the 1-800 number.

D

Youth Communication, the non-profit publisher of • • Ex/11...,. UE, provides an
independent voice of, by and for Chicago
teens and encourages young people to investigate issues anecting their lives.
•is distributed to more than 80 Chicago
public and private schools monthly, and is
read by 160,000 teens. Teens producing •
receive on-the-job training in writing, graphics, and the business components of running a
newspaper.
YC's teen stan reflect Chicago's racial and
economic diversity; 55 percent of the participants are African American; 22 percent are
White; 17 percent, Hispanic and 6 percent,
Asian.
Youth Communication's ability to develop
Chicago teens into stars for tomorrow Is
entirely dependent on support from foundations, corporations and individuals like you.
Please support Youth Communication by
subscribing to • • Ex/11....., and/or sending a tax-deductible donation.
Please fill out the attached subscription/
donation card and send it to the address
listed on this page.
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Assistant to the Mayor Mary Gonzalez Koenig offers tips
on finding summer employment through city programs
New Expression interviewed Mary Gonzalez Koenig, assistant to
the Mayor, who answered questions about the Mayor's Office of
Employment and Training summer jobs program. She offers her
advice on how teens can land a job.
What kinds of jobs are available in Mayor Daley's Summer Jobs
Program?
We have more than 200 different programs at over 500 sites around the
city, so it would be impossible to name them all, but I'll tell you about a
few.
Our participants work in many different situations, such as the Wests1de
VA Hospital, where kids were working with laboratory professionals as
well as with record processors. We had some young people working at
Cook County Hospital as translators in the emergency room and in
labor and delivery.
Due to the success of the Gallery 37 arts program, we now have spinoffs such as Gallery · 8, which operates through the Mexican Fine Arts
Center. The Boule·tard Arts Center includes program elements in
painting, dance, scui,Jture, woodcarving and theater all interwoven with
research done by the participants. Participants at Insight Arts perform
pieces that result from their own writing with contemporary issues as
well as their research into related historical issues.
One group worked on cleaning up three vacant lots on the West Sidelots that their church purchased from the city for $1 under a special
program initiated by Mayor Daley. The lots will be turned into playlots
with the cooperation of the Park District.
In a program co-sponsored by MET, Calumet High School, Northern
Illinois University and the McDonald's Corporation, participants gained
experience as "travel agents" coordinating a tour of Chicago, arranging
accommodations for meals and hotels, locating sources for exchanging
foreign currency.
So you see, the young in Mayor Daley's Summer Jobs Program are
getting a wealth and variety of experience, not just a paycheck.
What kind of career development do these jobs have?
In addition to getting the kind of experience I just mentioned, young
people also learn how to get that first job. That is, they learn how to write
a resume and interview for a job effectively. Over the course of the
summer, they learn the importance of being on time and appropriately
dressed for the job; they increase their communication skills and
formulate expectations about the workplace and co-workers.
How do we apply?
We are making a major change this year in how young people apply for
the program. In the past years, thousands of kids lined up at intake
centers, usually on a cold, windy day in April, to be among the first to
apply for the jobs. This year, applications will be available through
schools, ward offices, libraries and community organizations. The
applications are completed by the kids and mailed back to MET, where
they will be processed. Applicants will then receive a post card telling
them when and where to go for their appointment to confirm eligibility
and talk about job place"Tlent opportunities. If any one has a question
about the program, they can call 744-KIDS for more information.

Mary Gonzalez Koenig
Since jobs are not guaranteed, what can we do to increase the
odds of getting a job?
It is important to fill out the application carefully and accuratelyillegible or inaccurate information w1ll only delay the processing of an
application . Go to your appointment as if it were a job interview- be
presentable, polite and communicative.
What are the requirements?
Applicants must be between the ages of 14 and 21 (as of the date of
their appointment) and Chicago residents from low-income families,
receiving public assistance, food stamps or free lunch in school.
Check stubs, unemployment insurance claims or other documentation will be required at the time of the appointment to verify eligibility.
Why should young people apply for this program instead of
looking elsewhere?
For many, especially 14 and 15 year olds, this program is their first job
experience. We don't require that you have job experience in order to
be hired - but a lot of businesses in the private sector prefer this. I
would not discourage anybody from looking for a summer job with a
business or maybe a community organization. I hope a lot of young
people will try it. But for those who really need some work experience
first, I think our program is a great gift!

BEING·PREPARED
So you've made it to the job interview! After filling out a jazillion applications and
getting no call-backs, someone found out that you are work material and decided to
interview you. Sure you're excited, and you've probably spent your paycheck before you
ate even hired, but do you even know how to conduct yourself for the interview? Luckily
your good friend Leslie is here to help you.
There are but a few simple rules for job interviews, so I've gone to great lengths to
gather them for you. With this handy list of Do's and Don'ts, you will be able to take your
place in the work force.
DO . ..

1) Be on time.
This is extremely important. If you'~e late for the
interview, how will you be
able to get to work on
time? Ricki Lake will be
on when you get home.

)

2) Dress to impress.
This is self-explanatory,
but I'll explain it for you.
Your appearance is the
first thing someone sees.
You want to make a
favorable impression.
Would you want a gift
wrapped in brown paper,
or would you want one
wrapped in gold foil?

Anticipating employer eXJLectations
·Almost half of the schoQI year is gol)e ond
people are beginning to think about what
they would like to do for the summer. "I want
to get a summer job," you say?
·
Well, you must be aware that there are
many other things that come along with a
summer job. Here, we decid~d~to tell "ou
what some employers loo~ fo.r ·rn a teenage
employee.
·

"Most important is their desire to learn. Next
comes responsibility. Then I expect them to
do what they are told, accept criticism, and
take things as a learning experience."
Kathi, Manager at Bakers
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"I expect punctuality and dependability.
I expect them to be costumer-oriented and
basically to came in and have a good time. "
Aliso, Manager at Oaktree
J

3) Refrain from using slang .
Remember that the interviewer is usually older than you and you want to be uncerstood.
( eg. Don't say: Man Joe, this job would be all good. ) Say: "This job would be a very enriching experience.")
4) Have all the required information on hand.
Again,this is extremely important. This means have the application, references, and a
resume if needed. Knowing your social security number and your date of birth is also
important.
5) Use manners.
Say good morning, please, thank you, and remember that your napkin goes on your lap.
6) Relax!!
It's only one interview in the line of many. Most interviewers aren't going to ask you to go
bungee jump.
If there are Do's, there must also be Don'ts. This is what not to do on a job interview.
DON'T ..

1) Wear gaudy jewelry.
It doesn't say much about you, and you wouldn't want to blind the interviewer. Mr. T. has
a job.
2) Wear inappropiate clothing.
This means no loud colors, textures, or flavors.
3) Come ill-prepared.
Bringing your mother does not constitute information.
4) Be late. Do see Do #1.
5) Chew gum.
Unless you're being interviewed for substitute cud-chewer.
6) Wear earrings fellas, ladies don't wear far-out hairdos or nails.
It doesn't say junior corporate America, it says Soul Train dancer.
With these handy rules, you can tackle any job interview. Take these rules- in fact, cut
them out-and use them as a checklist.
And when you make that first million, you'll owe it all to me.

Leslie Gray, DuSable llustration by Tomesha McKinney, Harlan

"I expect someone to have flexible hours.
Someone who isn't afraid to come in on
weekends and nights. "
Mike, Manager at Woolworth's

Other requirements are:
+Maturity
+ Great personality
+ Efficiency
+ Initiative
+ Open-minded
+ Intelligent
+To enjoy what you do
+ Desire to learn more and receive something from the job
+ Dedication
+To be educated
+To have common sense
As you can see, employers expected a lot
from teenage employees. Some expect
more from teenagers than they do from
adults, others don't.
But at any rate, before applying for a job,
make sure you have many if not all of these
characteristics.
The absence or presence of too many of
these can mean the difference between
receiving or losing a job.
Chemica Brown, Whitney Young

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

MAYITAKEYOURORDERPLEASE?
customer service tips
lor the burger impaired
\
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Everyone 's been to McDonald's, Burger King. Wendy's, and
White Castle. We 've all had the delicious fries. the sumptuous
hamburgers. and the luscious chocolate milk shakes. We 've
all laid down our hard-earned five dollar bills to pay for the
above.
But did we pay for the bad service too?
Did we ask for the "attitudinal" cashier. the incompetent
cook, and the nonexistent manager?
No.
But somehow. the American public becomes a fast food
restaurant scapegoat whenever the workers have a bad
day. A death in the family c an be understood. A hangover
cannot. Basic politeness lessons would cure most workers of
their "bad day· problems. But until then. a list has been
compiled of job do's and don'ts.
DO:
-Give the customer napkins and ketchup BEFORE they a sk for
it.
-count the change before you return it to the c usto mer
-Realize that you can be wrong In certain situations.
-Remember that the c ustomer is ALWAYS in the right.
-(Ladies) Buy Advil if you have cramps. do n 't take out your
menstrual pro blems on the c ustome r.
-(Men) CLEAN und er yo ur nails be fore you come to w ork
-clean up your v ocabulary. You lose business for cursing
under your breath.
-SMILE and try your best to be pleasant. If you c an 't b e
pleasant. don't come to wo rk.
-Learn how to cash a returned meal.
-Learn how to loc ate the fre rc h fry button on the register.
DON'T:
-Snap on the customer. It's not their fault that yo u lost your
food stamp.
-chew gum at work. Spit on the face is not an effective way
to ask " May I have your order please ?"
-Scratch your hair and then fix a meal.
-Smoke marijuana before work.
-Eat and work at the same time.
-Put on your hairnet halfway.
-Don 't wear dirty, nasty. baseball c aps.
-Stop washing your uniform.
-Get impatient with a customer. They are paying for your
paycheck.

Adrie nne P. Samuels,Morgan Park
lllllusrtration by Myonle Payton,Hirsch

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.

Then this job's for you
Being bilingual, that is speaking two languages, can be an important
asset when looking for a job.
To be considered completely
bilingual, you must speak,
read, write, understand and
translate both languages fluently. Many agencies and/or
organizations help bilingual
teens find jobs.
Even if your English is very
weak, you can still get jobs.
If you are not fluent in English, remember that many
jobs offered to teens are not
dealing with the public (example, doing stock at a store
or a dishwasher in a restaurant) .
So, get motivated!
• Greater West Town Community Development Project, at
1579 N. Milwaukee Ave ., will
help low-income bi-lingual
Chicago residents, 16 to 21year olds, find employment. Five different programs are available.
• Hire the Future, the Mayor's Office of Employment and Training, and
Y.E.S. to Jobs (Youth Entertainment Summer) all offer opportunities.
See other articles for information on these programs.

OTHER PLACES TO INQUIRE ABOUT
JOBS FOR THE SPANISH-SPEAKING
• Mexican Community Committee South Chicago, 978-6441
• Central States Service, 51 50 W. Roosevelt, 379-1152
• Hispanic Alliance/Career Enhancement, 435-0498
• Options for People, 921-3000
• Por Un Barrio Mejor, 521 -2157
• Spanish Coalition for Jobs/Lower West Side, 243-3032
Also, why not look in the local Spanish-written papers, La Raza and
Extra, and Exlto.

SEARS,
ROEBUCK
AND CO.

ACES OVER EUROPE

TuRnln TricKs
Pitfall: Tlle Mayan Adventure
This trick will send you IntO the tomb where memorization Is the key to getting out! At Ule Title Scr een,
press 8, A, DOWN, C, RIGHT, A, B. When you're In the tomb, Just press the corresponding buttons to break
the comblnaUon coda IIIII 1m yourself IMm lmpendq death!
Donkey Kong Country WI
Warp to Orant-u1Jrt-Gan: ll'st, you must beat Jtllllt Hfllnx (the first level or the game). Kll on otddy In the
laval and exit with only Donkey Kong. Dncl you bat It and are Wlti'lg down ta Ropey Rampage, raplcly
press RIGKT on tilt control pad IIIII the Bbutton. nn wll warp yeu 11tomat1ca1y to Ule Orang-utan-Gang
liven
MIA Live 95 - Genall
Start 1 game, pt the 1111, prta11111 held butt8n Aand then prta START. Yoa hiVI 111M fralln alii the
other pllyera. Practlcl - - . baskets n 1 11ox wllappear In the ....... 11ft earner that w11 td yaa tilt
lbat JIII'CIIItJII. TeiOIII UIIIIIOCII, jat haN
A11111 prta START.

"'tton

1 go skidding down lo nine-thousand feet in o panic, engine smoking badly,
machine guns low on ammo. My wingman and both jocks in Section Two Romed in
the ~rst six seconds, I've lasted dose lo four minutes, three kills, air speed storts
dimbing, but I can sense that lost Messerscmidt, on expert or maybe on ace, windingup for o wing-over chondell~ and snapping cannon shells between my shoulder
blades, my heart storts beating foster than the four-hundred RPMs showing through
the needle of my tachometer, rear view, he's going around lek, I push the joystick lek
and jam full left rudder...
Aces Over Europe (AOE) is o mind-blowing World War II air combat simulation
game. Flying AOE air-to-air combat, bombing, and ground attock missions in these
simulated WWII worplones is more role playi ~ fun than landing the starring role in
Block Sheep Squadron, Twelve O'dodc High, Flying Leathernecks, Midway, Memphis
Belle, or any other WWII show. Game control is based upon simulated Right and
learning real time acrobatic airplane maneuvers is o must. Friendly and enemy pilots
will hove mastered the various ocrobotic tricks to various degrees that you control (5levels between novice and simulated WWII aces). The manuals, Right science and
combat instructions ore the real thing pilots studied because the game s1mulotes
reality in astounding graphic detail. AOE is worth its price (cheaper than most hot
SNES and Sego games). Highly, recommended, -- By D-foult

ShlqFa

-sra

Tl Ill blaod lllrQI tllelllhtl In Shlq Fw. 1t1 til till o,tlenl Mllw. Nat, taka tllltr8llr n n ~ entJr
till flllewlnl COlli: Y, X, 8, A, top Lllltton, top RRttln. I Y• dill It correctly, JlfJ wlllll 1 rtcl flalllen
till o,t1onS ScNm New, ]lit tt1rt y_. .... and In tile fllbt, yau'llll tlllllloatl fiYI
DallkJy Klnl c..try - lfU

On Ylll' lilt 111, JOI.-t die JIIIPII a Dldlty Klfll. At the c.ne OVerla'llll, JINSIITART. Wben Cranky

Kanl_.... on tile ~ 11'111 DOWN, Y, DOWN, DOWN, Y(DYOOY). llllmltlltaiY I ..._ d _... wttfl
dlrlllllll Ranlll, tlnltolll Mlkys, £ dnl told . _ . - . Yaa can entJr tfllslllenlls ....a and lit
1. . a lenl a Y• want. To IIIVI till ..... pras START and then lllect. Now Yll wtl J'ltJrn til wMrl
Yll IIIII with II the Iva. Tills COlli wa sent In Q I rtlllllr, Anth8ny RlnllriL
CONGRATULATIONS TO AHTHONY IWIIREZ. HE'S WON AFREE
COPY Of SHAQ.ftl BY ELECTRONIC ARTS, FOR 1lE SHES..
YOU CAN WIN TO!

SEND YOUR ARTWORK OR GAME CODES TO US.
VRTUAl f8LITYMEW ElPfESSDC, 7'11 E_ LME st ODGO iC11t

You"ll hnd Col umbras un1que

• Compu ter GraphiCS

curnculum combmes the

• Dance

practical wtth the professional

• English

and offers you an out

• Fash1on Bus1ness

standing vartety of ma1ors

• Fash1on Des1gn

.

and concentrations
• Academ1c Computing
• Adve rtlsrng
• Ad vert1smg Art

• F1ct1on Wrrung
• fil m V1deo
• t'lne Art
• Graphic Des1gn
• Illustration
• lntertor Desrgn
• Int erpret er TTaiDmg
• Journalism
• Liberal Educatron St udres
• Magazme Wntm g Ed1ttng
• Markeung
• Marketmg Commun1cauon
• Musrc
• Mus1c Bu srness
• Mus1cal Theater
• Phot ography
• Professional Wrtt1ng
• Publ 1c Relau ons
• Rad ro Sound
• Sc1ence and Mathematics
• TeleviSIOn
• Theater

What Are You Waiting For?
For more tnformatton, call

(312) 663-1600, Ext. 130.
D1scover t he work you love
to do and learn t o do 1t well

dl... biiUy su ual ottutatlon and nallon•l 01 ttbn1c otl\]ln
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FINDING FINANCIAL AID

Last month in this column, New Expression reported on
the reasons students don't go to college and we explained
what a college degree can be worth to your wallet (or purse).
This month, we're going to devote more time to one of the
most common objections students make; "I can't afford it."
Hopefully, you have a counselor who believes in the old
saying, "Apply now and worry about the money later." That's
good advice. But too many students don't even bother applying to certain schools because they're worried about how
they're going to pay tuition.
We're printing this resource as a financial resource guide
for you! Your high school counselor may have some of these
resources in his or her office, or you can find them in your local
library or bookstore.

ARTHUR
ANDERSEN
ARTHUR A NDERSEN &

family contribution, how to get the most money from
government programs, and long range planning. $7.

NE

The A's and B's ofAcademic Scholarships... by Daphne
A Phi/as. Geared toward students with an average
grade of B or higher. $7.
Loans and Grants from Uncle Sam: Am I Eligible and
For How Much?... Octameron. $5.

NEEDS

ILLUSTRATORS
CALL

Earn & Learn: Cooperative Education Opportunities
Offered by the Federal Government...
By Joseph M. Re. $5.

312
641
6397

Financial Aid Officers: What They Do To You -And
For You... By Donald Moore. $4.
Student Guide, Financial Aid From the U.S. Department of Education ... Available by calling The Federal
Student Aid Information Center, 1-800-4-FED-AID.
College Costs and Financial Aid Handbook... The College
Board. This step-by-step guide provides the most up-to-date
facts on costs, plus financial aid and scholarship availability
at 3,200 two and four-year schools. $16. Check with your
counselor.

CQ SC

Octameron Press also offers students a free booklet
titled College Money Guide: How To Pay For College, by sending a self-addressed, stamped, business-size envelope to the company's Virginia address.

AND ASK FOR
JOE
JOHNSON

Monica Pegues, Du Sable

Paying Less for College .. . The Complete Guide to $28
Billion in Financial Aid. Peterson's Guides. This guide lists
aid programs by state and also answers the 20 most commonly asked financial aid questions.

OVER $9,000 IN PRIZES
AWARDED MOt~THLY

Peterson 's College Money Handbook...Peterson's Guides.
A Complete guide to costs and financial aid at U.S. colleges.

Win one of five FREE Art
Scholarships or one of fifty
$10.00 cash prizes.

The College Blue Book, Scholarships, Fellowships,
Grants and Loans ...Macmillan Publishing. Lists a wide
variety of sources committed to funding a college education;
sources are listed under general and specific categories.

Use pencil. Make your drawing any size (do
not trace). Entries will be judged in the month
recei ved. Prizes awarded for best drawi ngs
from qual ified entrants age 14 & over.

Directory of Financial Aid for Minorities ... by Gail Ann
Schlachler. Directory lists state sources of education benefits, including scholarships, fellowships,loans, grants, awards
and internships for minorities. Categorized by general minority, Asian Americans, African Americans, Hispanic Americans, and Native Americans.

Scholarship winners receive Fundamentals of
Art, taught by one of America's leading home
study art schools. Our objective is to find
prospective students who have an appreciation and liking for art. Every qualified entrant
receives a free professiona l estimate of his or
her drawing.

Keys to Financing a College Education ... by Marguerite
Dennis. This book offers practical family budgeting tips.
Available for $6 .95.

No entries can be returned. Our students and
professional artists not el igible. One $25 cash
award for the best drawing from entrants age
12 and 13. Contest winners will be notified.

College Aid Sources for Higher Education. You can call
th e National College Service Ltd., (301 ) 258-0717 and request an individual computer search . It'll cost you $30 and it's
often provided through colleg es at a discount.
The following publications are distributed by Dearborn
Publishing and are available d irectly from Octameron
Associates. Call (703} 836-5480 , or write Octame ro n
Associates, P.O . Box 2748, Alexandria , VA 2230.
Don't Miss Out: The Ambitious Students Guide to
Financial Aid... by Robert and Ann L eider. Offers
information and tips on how to lower your expected

-

(ATTACH THIS CO UPON TO YOU R ENTRY) -

-

-

-

ART INSTRUCTION SCHOOLS
Studio 5M-4150 • 500 South Fourth Street • Minneapolis, MN 55415
Please enter my drawing in your monthly contest:

Name ____________________~~~~-------------------'Age ____
Address
City
County

I Please Pnntl

·Apt____
State____
Zip______

Phone _________________________________,Qccupation___________
©1995 Art Instruction Schools

4th AnnuaiMaryville Walk-A-Thon
to benefit drug addicted infants

IDE-

Why don't you take a hike.
That's right. Walk. Or at least make plans to do so.
The 4th Annual Maryville "Kids Helping Kids Walk-A·Thon" to benefit
cocaine babies will be held on May 17, 1995.
One hundred schools and over 5,000 walkers are expected to
participate.
The walk-a-thon was started in 1992 by Amundsen High School's
Youth Mot1vation Club and James Gemskie, a school counselor for 20
years and a baseball coach. Money collected through the walk was
donated to Columbus-Maryville Hosp1tal, which cares ford rug addicted
bab1es and children who have been phys1cally, sexually and/or emotionally abused and neglected
On the first walk-a-thon, 49 students, e1ght teachers, and a parent
from Amundsen volunteered to part1c1pate, ra1s1ng approximately $1 ,000
The starting line was the parking lot at Lincoln Park Zoo and the walk
finished in Grant Park
"Helping the cocaine babies is one time when teens get together and
put away the1r differences and do a positive thing ," sa1d Cindy Loy, a
JUnior
"Th1s [walk-a-thon] shows that teens can also do good things for one
another ThiS IS also a lime to take a walk by the lake, have fun, and eat,"
she added
In 1993, about 2,000 students from 17 Ch1cago Public H1gh Schools
partiCipated, helping to raise $33,000.
In 1994, about 2,600 students raised $64,000 from over SO public
and pnvate high schools. Lane Tech's and Amundsen's bands provided the entertainment dunng last year's walk.
Th1s year, the Slick Boys, a group of young, Ch1cago police officers
who use mus1c to send pos1t1ve messages, have expressed a strong
Interest 1n the "Kids Helping K1ds" Walk-A-Thon, and plan to participate.
"Everybody has been getting mvolved," says Amundsen's Gemskie.
"We hope a lot more schools can jom us and hope the number of
schools doubles," he sa1d
If you would like to help coca me babies 1n this manner, call the WalkA-Thon Hot Lme at {708) 292-8358.

YOU GOT THE LOOK (REALLY!)
ML International a "melting pot" of
pro and amateur modeling opportunities
You don't have to be slim,
5'1 0' with blonde hair and blue
eyes to be a model.
"America's standards of
baauty are changing," says
Karen Raymore, the booking
manager for the ML International Models Inc. , a
Chinese-owned agency located at 162 N. Franklin St.
"ML is like America's melting pot," Raymore says ,
refering to her firm's speciality. ML specializes in male
and female models of HisAsian
panic
and
backgrounds.
As the standards of beauty change, men and
women of different heights, weights and ethnic
backgrounds have been able to make modeling
a successful career.
ML International Models also has an office
in New York, where Owner Lucy Ning was a
fashion model for several years.
While many young women and men enter the
modeling field with high hopes and dreams of
becoming world-famous supermodels like Cindy
L.ucyNinQ. o.rr- .... ,memcooaJModela. lnc. Crawford or Naomi Campbeii- Ning's agency
proves there's money to be made in less prestigious modeling jobs.
The fact is, there are many different types of models and
modeling jobs. ML International provides models for trade
shows, commercial advertising, fash ion shows, department
stores, and manufacturing.
"Everybody has an opportun ity to model," Ning says.
Although, her models don't appear on the covers of Bazaar
and Vogue, they do receive other jobs and opportun ities to
model, and paychecks.
ML also offers a program for junior models, which is
unusual. Most agencies such as Elite and Ford won't even
glance at a non-professional model with little or no experience. Unlike these agencies, ML gives amateur models the
opportunity to build-up their experience in the modeling
field. They give amateur models smaller jobs or studio work,
providing the experience they need in order to make more
money in the future.
ML will soon be opening offices in China and Hong Kong .
So, if you are looking for a modeling agency, ML may be interested in you . You can reach
ML at (312) 849-9508.

Shena Ponder, Whitney Young

Roman Arc:lano, Amundsen

You r Poem
Can Win Prizes In The
HighSchool Poetry Slam

I

Yes, thats right. Read a single poem in the
poetry slam at the Guild Complex, and you have
a chance at winning books, COs, pens, gift
certificates , and small amounts of cash, plus the
chance to be a finalist in the Grand Slam at the
Muse, Music & Moves benefit, featuring
Gendolyn Brooks, at the Chicago Historical
Society, Sunday, May 7th. All you have to do is
call 312-278-2210 to sign up for the contest by
March 10, and then show up at the Hot House,
1565 N. Milwaukee, Wednesday, March 15, by
6 :30pm to read your poem. Semi-finalist will go
on to compete again Wednesday, April 12th ,
where three finalists will be selected for the
Grand Slam in May. And for you, the slammer,
it's free. See you on stage!

SPONSORED BY:

1995
XPRESSICBNS
HIGH SCHOOL ART COMPETITION
2nd Place:
$500 U.S. Savings Bond

VIDEO GUIDELINES - GENERAL CATEGORY
• I. All the videorape; must he the work of srudents enroll ed in a
Ch icago school at the rime the prod uction was completed. Up
to four sn1dents may be cred ited for a single production, bu r all
rhe work lrom co nceprua lizarion to technical production must be
the efTom of the team, lisred on the entry form. T he ream may
include the producer, the camera person, the editor, and one
other participant. Because l'i deo is rhe onlv category in which
reams of students may submit e ntries, prize money wi ll be divided ro equa l the amount closest ro the toral prize available in the
category based on dcnominauons of U.S. Savings Bonds, rhe
smallest of which is $50.

ird Place:

Eligible entrants include teens who can prove Chicago residcncr
and who arc pursuing a high school diploma or irs eyuimlency.
Srudenrs may submit only one entry per caregorr Please do not
subm11 an} work copied fro m published photograph s, illustrations
and other arrwork. Teachers are discou raged from suhmining mu ltiple ent ries rhar represent the same class assignment If rhere is
any doubt as ro the originality of rhc arrwork, the reacher shou ld
nor submir ir. Enrrics wi ll be judged on originalit)', creariviry and
h01• well rhey represe nt rhe divcrsiry of Chicago's teen community. Entry form s musr accompany all submissions and MUST be
filled our CO.\! PLETELY and CLEARLY- either prinrcd or t)'pcd.
(Mar clip our or phorocopy entry blan ~ from New F:xpression see Dec. 19<14,J an., Feb. or March 1995 issue or obtain a cop) by
calling 6-ti -:-.JEWS). Teens and the immediate famii)' of reens
invoked w1rh Youth Communication/ New Expression, ,\.!arshall
Field's, and Channel 50 employees and their 1mmediare families are
nor qualified ro enrer rhis contest.

DRAWING-PAINTING
htlt Pt:uctl (colored or graphur). ptwd {cbt~lk or otl), CYtiJOII, t~crylic, otl
or watercolor, 8" x 10" mimm11111, 24" x 30" 111tlxtmum

• I . Length or width of artwork ca nnot be less tha n
8" or exceed 30".

• 2. Entry form s musr be secu rel y arrached on rhe hack of
each enrry, centered. Stretched canvases may he suhmirtcd,
although they are discouraged. Canva< board, and
canvases remmed from frames and stretched around hoard s
arc preferred.

• 2. All entries must have been

• 3. :\II entries must have been origina ll)' prod uced on videorape.
Fi lm, slide; and o r still photographs may be incorporated on a
limired basis as part of the video production.
The limn at for all en tries is I / 2 \' l-I S, 1-hou r SP speed on ly.

• 4.
• 5. The format fo r video enrrics is not limi ted tO any particular subJt'Ct or approach :-.Jar rarivc, srory telling, documentary, performance arr, music video, public service announcement and or h ~r
styles are all welcome. T he lengrh of 1·ideos shou ld he no longer
rhan 3 minutes. In case of a longer l'ideo, submir a 3 minute
excerpt as well "' the who le video. \'ideos wi ll be tudgcd
according ro originality of concept and technical merit.

x 10" or I r x IT
(:V07'£. Mct~mrmmllf do 110tmclude mat).

8/t~ck t111d wbite or color II"

POETRY
I )0-word maxtmum
• I . MUST be ryped, double-spaced, on one side of
8 I /2 x II sheers of paper.

• 2. Margins should be I" left and right, 2" at top of fi rst page,
fo llowing pages I" at top, 2" at bottom of each page
All pages must be numbered at bottom center.

• 3.
• 4. Cover sheets should contain title of work 0 LY.

• 5.

Entries must be presented in a red fo ld er
(any shade of red)

• 6. l~ntry for ms must be securely an ached o n th e back of the
folde r, upper lefr corn er.

vid eotape. Th ese may be e ntered by th e same production team or
from the same school. The productio n should be se parated with 20
seconds of color bars.
Enrri es in rhe video conrest should confo rm ro FCC regulations regarding
content. All e ntries should be considered su itable for viewing by all age
groups. Language or siruations inappro priate for general viewing audiences will not be considered. What this means is: no nudi ty, no obscene
language, and no excessive violence.
Send entries by fre ight sen •ice PR EPAID or PARCEL POST (if size and
we ight permit), if unable ro de liver in person. We will nor accept
C.O.D.'s. If you wou ld like to know if we received your e ntry, please
enclose a sramped, self-addressed postcard. Youth Communicati on and
Mar~h all Field's assume no responsibility for loss or damage. We reserve
rhe right to repri nt selected e ntries. En tri es which are not selected may
be picked up at our office after May 15, 1995 Schools with 10 or more
e ntries may arrange to h:l\·e rhe m delivered to the school with the
Se ptember 1995 issue of New Expression. Entries nor pic ked up by
Ocrober I I , 19<15 become rhe property of Youth Communication.

iNclUDiNG D~AWiNG, pAiNTiNG, pkOTOG~Apky, POET~Y, AND ViDEO!
r---- - - - ---- -- ---------------------,

to

PHOTOGRAPHY

• 7. Several e ntries in rh e same category may be e ntered o n the same

Great rizes in ive categories

minnnize damage from multiple handling.
al'oid smudging and fading. To av01d damage or loss of
attached entry form, we recommend ~ca ling with rape,
acera re or cellophane.

Each production must be ide ntified with a title and with end
credits indicating school and productio n tea m.

produ~ed during the 1994- 1995

school rea r.

• 3. Entries may be cove red with acerate or cellophane ro help

• 4. l:.nrries of pencil, pasrcl, o r crayon ; hould be spray-fixed

• 6.

Age

NameI.JJ •t

Send or bring
entries to:

Youth
Communication
70 E. Lake Street
Suite 815
Chicago, II
60601

'"

H o me Address

'"'

\filii

Home Phone
Grade

School
Instru c tor
Principal
Category (check one):

O oRAWI NG

Q PAIN T I NG

Tide or Description

Q POETRY

Size - - X - -

I •Wmt,.wl tlv f'llkt fl/ diU t•-1'fm• •NI tlw tt~I-'Afl- "'"'"'...,. u •tr•rMr

Stude nt's Signarure-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Dare _ _ _ _ __
Inst ruc tors Signaru re

D are

L----------------------------------~

Deadline for entries is March IS, 1995
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The Slick Boys "cop" for Chicago's children
Before they discovered the power of
song, Eric Davis a.k.a .
"2 1," James Martin ,
a .k.a. " Eddie Murphy,"
and Randy Travis
a .k. a . "Faheem," had
a hard time winning
friends and trust at
Cabrini-Green maybe it's because
they' re cops. But,
now, all that has
changed - maybe
it' s because they ' re
also rappers .
Born and raised
in Chicago , Eddie
Murphy, 21 , and
Faheem are all members of the Chicago Police Department who rap
under the stage name ,. Slick Boys ," a slang term for plain clothes police
officers. In addition to earning honors and citat1ons w ith in the Pollee Department, the group has appeared on TV talk shows, radio programs,
elementary schools , recreational centers , and high schools. They have
also rece1ved offers for record contracts and have been in newspapers
from all around the city. Their message is for young people to educate
themselves while staying in school and to stay away from drugs and
gangs. The "Slick Boys" have made videos for their songs " A in't it a
Shame" and " Watcha Gonna Do." They have used the money to buy
school supplies and gifts for the people in their district. If you would like to
know more about the Slick Boys, contact them at 320 W. Illinois Ave , Suite
611, Chicago, IL 60610 or at (312) 670-3710.

Lekeishia McGee, Harlan

Attention all high school seniors
In June, Mlrl &,; it& will run the first·
ever official city-wide yearbook for the
Class of 1995. We want to run photos of
at least two students from each school
on the North Side (we may do more for
certain schools were seniors Teally
stand out). Just imagine-a complete
guide to the movers and shakers among
the Class of 1995-This could be you!

How do you apply?
1) M~1l us a ph01o of your If
2) Include a Pd'JO liSting all your accomplishment>
(1n acad!JmiCS, sports. drdmn etc)
3) Make sure you 1ncludo a phone• whore wo can reach you to let
you know d wo'rr g01ng to use your 1nfornnhor

Remember, our goal is to include
EVERY high school. There's no cost (of
course not, we don't want your money,
we want your picture)! Sorry, photos
cannot be returned.

Salute to Seniors 1995,
New Expression, 70 E. Lake St.
suite 815, Chicago, II, 60601.

ackets!
att styles and colors

complete with lettering and emblems
• SCHOOLS
•TEAMS
• CHEERLEADERS
• GROUPS
• INDIVIDUALS
SWEATERS- T-SHIRTS- SWEAT SHIRTS

DIRECT FACTORY TO YOU
GROUP DISCOUNTS
NO MINIMUM ORDER

CHICA.GO
KNITTING
MILLS
:J~44 W. MONTROSI. CIIIC,,GO
463-1464
0'\LL/ WRITl: l"OR FREE

D~SIGN

kiT

Laface/Arista records vocalist Usher Raymond was in town
as a guest on the Oprah
Winfreyshow. He'salreadyon
the right track with a successful label and several phat
tracks on his self-titled album "Usher." His current
single "Think Of You," is
hyping-up every top 40 radio station in Chi-town. L.A.
Reid, owner of LaFace
Records, his wife Pebbles,
and the Regional Promotional Rep for Arlsta, John
HaiiJr., heldadinnerparty
at the upscale Ritz Carlton
In support of "Think Of You. "
You never know who 's
listening to you when
they 're in your town. Just
ask Monica Arnold who
was discovered by Queen
Latifah when the Queen
heard an advance of· Miss
Thong," Monica's debut
record on the Rowdy
Records labeL while visiting Atlanta . Latifah arranged to meet Monica,
and immediately offered
to manage her through
Queen's Flava Unit Management Company. " Miss
Thong· is a potent, persuasive
and personal statement from
a young woman who's heading up the new breed of fe-

male R&B singers. With songs
written and produced by the
incomparableDallasAustlnand
his all-star DARP producers Tim
& Bob (Boyz II Men), Colin (Dr.

way young girls are living.
Biggie Smalls also known as
Notorious B.I.G. Baby!, was at
the Comfort Zone performing
his gold singles "Big Poppa,·

Bruthas Poke, TrakMasters and
Lord Finesse. The result Is a
heavily R&B -flavored, cut-anddried mixture of· gangsta ·subject matter and East Coast

Me and Usher
Dre, Madonna) and Arnold
Hennings(TLC, Tracie Spencer),
Miss Thong Is a solid, funky ,sassy
and knowing collection that
represents both Monica and the

Monica Arnold

and "Juicy : off his Arlsta
records debut album ·Ready
To Die." The album Is produced
mostly by Easy Mo Bee, with
additional c uts by The Bluez

rhyme skills. Example? On "Everyday Struggle· B.I. G. sets up
a scenario where he and his
man drive "down south• to
take over a drug spot: " I take
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Dinner and discussion with
Peter Gilbert, Steve James, &
Gordon Quinn, makers of
HOOP DREAMS,
the Chicago documentary.
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Wednesday, March 15, 1995
5:30-8:30 PM
Reza's Restaurant (432 W. Ontario)
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$15student rate; $50 non-student
Includes dinner (cash bar)
Make checks payable and mall to:
Crossroads Fund
3411 W. Dlversey 120
Chicago, ll 60647-12.45
312/227-7676
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over these projects I They call
his 'Two Techs' "Who's next?•
On "Gimmie The Loot; B.I.G,
along with his alter ego, plan a
no-shorts-taken robbery spree. ·
Other highlights: Wu
Tang's Method Man
contributes to "The
What,· and reggae
diva Diana King shows
up on "Respect," a
song about B.I. G.' s
coming up.
British born artist
Desiree with her album entitled "I Ain't
Movin" on 550/ Epic
music, is steadily
bossin' the top 10
charts. The talented
vocalist /songwriter ,
who's currently #6
with her single "You
Gotto Be," says that
her mother, who'salso
her best friend , inspired her to just be
herself and no one
else. Desiree started
recording when she
was 16 years old, and
she 's been writing
songs since the age of
thirteen. Back then , says
Desiree, "I was curious to see If
the record companies would
take me seriously.·
So, she
submitted her demo to Virgin
Records on a Friday and they
called her back by Monday.
"My curiosity was then satisfied,·
she says, " But I wasn't ready to
take that step (of being signed
as a recording artist)". After she
finished graduate schooL she
was ready for a label and a
record deal. Desiree says that
she "felt comfortable· with Sony
Music. Terrance Trent D'arby
had a lot to do with It; he was
signed to Sony as well. Desiree
now says that she feels capable
of writing stronger lyrics because of the things she has experienced both Inside and outside of show business. She believes that you shouldn't compromise yourself: you gotta be
bad, bold, wiser, hard, tough,
stronger, cool, c alm, and stay
together.
D.A. Smart was representing
Chi-town (and won) at the
Battle Of Rappers seminar In
New Orleans. Congratulations!
(

Come to

d;G. PENNEY
and you'll receive a
free poster with any
"Hoop Dreams"

clothing purchase

PROM '95 PROM '95
ONE GREAT NIGHT!
Rent your PROM TUXEDO
at Gingiss for only

~d.avtt

$49.95

312 641 6397
~ ~~~~:::,
· go-anywhere dresses
at prices you 'II love

Includes basic* coat, pants, shirt,
tie, vest or cummerbund and jewelry.

ONE GREAT DAY!
Play all day at
SIX FLAGS GREAT AMERICA
You get a special
BUY-ONE-GET-ONE-FREE
coupon.

III

glngiss® Six Flags,
F

0

R M A L

w

E A R

23 Company Locations
Visit A Store Near You
Or Ca/11 -800 44-TUXES

GREAT AMERICA
fl. '

•r, :. ,, , ,

1 "''( ' ' tl • •• •

•

' , ff

1rro I' ,
.,,..

"$49.95 pric ing doea not included optional items ; ahoea , tape red pants. fanc y vea te . retail items .

PRESENCE
contemporary women's wear
l 2501 N. Clark 613 Dempster
'
Chicago
Evanston
(312) 248-1761

--·- - - - . -- -- - -- - -- . - .-....

(708)

733~355

THROWING IN THE TOWELS
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Chicago Bulls' ball boy Brian Smetana is having the time of his life

I>OOve Bol boy David Smetana crouches at the ready dlmg a recent Bufts gcrne 2nd pnoto Smerono tosses a bd 1nto the game Jrd photo.
!lUis reS91Ve cenrer Cooe llkxxlt launches ooe dJnng a pre game shoot- orO\Xld Wl!h some YOUlQ frns as fOIWord DICIGe Sirr4:llons looks on

Attention sports fans,

how does this sound? Handing your favorite NBA star a
towel during a game. rebounding for him and his teammates during practice. offering them
any assistance possible. and being on N Sound like a dream come true? Well, for Brion
Smetana. it's reality
Smetana . age 19. of LaGrange
Pork, works as a bellboy at the
Un1ted Center When he applied.
he planned on work1ng for the Bulls,
but he was oss1gned to the visitor's
locker room ·1 · m glad because I
get to meet more teams not just the
Bulls Smetana so1d
So what's a typical day like?
Smetana starts off by mixing the
gotorode. folding team towels and
uniforms and setting up the bench
He then proceeds to the locker
room where he numbers the lockers
and sets up un1forms Next he helps
the teams unload their luggage off
the buses "It's the closest thing to
being a port of the team without
actually being on it. he so1d
Since the vis1t1ng teams only come
about twice a year. Smetana hasn' t
gotten to know any of the team
members personally But coaches
usually Introduce h1m to the team to
let them know he's there to help them. "The media portrays these guys as mega superstars
when they 're really down to earth Barkley and Storks were especially n1ce guys he said
After dinner which occasionally
cons1sts of PIZZO with former Bull
John Paxson Smetana goes onto
the court to rebound for the
players and to nn1sh up lost m1nute
details.
Since this is Smetana s f1rst year
at his job he stJII gets exc1ted
before each game especially
when the bigger teams like Orlando come to ploy "They hove
many big nome stars who ore
talkative and friendly especially
(ex-Bull) Horace Grant he said
Once the game starts Brion sits
on the main floor right along side
the team ready to help. "One
player even come off the bench
and talked to me, he said.
When the game is over Smetana
helps the team pock up and load
the buses. Sometimes on their way
out. he'll get o pair of shoes from o player Instead of on autograph (he has seven pairs).
Smetana couldn't be happier. saying. "Excited Is on understatement ... I'm here:
Text and photos by Sandy Stuglinski, Maria

f
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Some tips for making.your prom a night to remember

I
Making plans for prom
can be a pretty stressful
situation. Be wise and
learn to plan ahead , so
that you don't get stuck
with last minute preparations which can sometimes turn out to be devastating . After all, no
matter how much planning you have done
some things are bound
to go wrong . But, don't
startworrying ,justyet. Instead, keep your cool,
read further, and perhaps New Expression
can help make your
prom a great success.
When Do I Start
Making Reservations?
To get things off to a
great start, check out
any clubs or restaurants
that offer pretty reasonable prices for both entertainment and food two things to think about
before reseNing a place
for the evening.
After you've made
your decision on a place
to go after prom , make

your reservations, then
rent the limo.
Don't wait until the last
minute trying to figure out
who owes what for the
prom tickets , restaurant,
andcar. Youdon 't want
your friend to be mad at
you for not paying your
half of the bill. After all,
you guys are in this together.

If possible do a head
to toe check in front of a
full length mirror before
the big night. Ladies
check for good comfortable fitness through the
waist, bustline, sleeves,
shoulders, and length. A
few good items such as
J;>USh-up bras , waist

When Do I Start ,
Buying My Clothes?

Start picking out your
clothes as soon as possible , so you won ' t be
stuck trying to find that
perfect dress and shoes
or that perfect tuxedo or
suit. Be sure to p ick out
an outfit that's not too
tight or too short, because you don' t want to
walk around all night
watching how you
breathe , dance, and
walk.
Pick out another little
after-prom outfit so that
you won't be stuck in sequins and heels all night.

4

Nikita Dixon, Manley

.....

~tiM~\\

We've got prom fever here at Hlwtt Expression and we hope it's catching. Some of you
already know how special prom is because you went last year. Well we want to see your
pictures. Send us any prom pictures and we'll print them in our May issue. If you include
your address we'll do our best to return the pictures to you. And, watch out for more prom
fever in April! Send your pictures to:

Prom Fever
New Expression 70 E. Lake St., Suite 815 Chicago, IL 60601

SUPERCUTS"
FACULTY & STUDENTS PRESENT YOUR SCHOOL ID CARD AT THE FOLLOWING
SUPERCUTS LOCATIONS AND RECEIVE $2 OFF A REGULAR PRICE HAIRCUT!

1129 W. BERWYN
312/878-3700
100 W. RANDOLPH
312/419-1799
1628 N. WELLS
312/944-7778
3335 W. BELMONT
312/463-5756
1644 E. 53RD ST.
HYDE PARK
312/955-01 00

SUPERCUTS"

bottoms. After all, you
know this is the night that
everyone is going to talk
about forever, and you
don't want to be remembered as the guy who
dressed like a clown -you
want to look good.

We Want Your Prom Pictures

A SUPER DEAL FOR SUPER SCHOOLS
FROM

9532 S. CICERO
OAKLAWN
708/425-4434
2912 N. ASHLAND
312/525-5445
3160 N. BROADWAY
312/935-5252
745 N. WABASH
312/649-0234
1353 W. FULLERTON
312/281 -3030

cinchers , sexy shapers,
belly busters, and suck in
slips might help you to get
that perfect little hour
glass shape you're looking for. Guys, check for
any hanging threads, too
short sleeves, g·o od coordination of colors , and
please no floods or bell

Just SayUIDTo
Boring Tuxedos
ThroPromsl

Our Designer TUxedos
start at just $129.95.
• Banded Collar Shirts in
Fashion Colors
• Vests
• Cummerbund and
Bow Ties in Every
Color and Pattern

Take Home Your First
Choice Every Time!

BUY-A-J'UX:
Men'~

Srore Service. Formal \Vear Focus.

DOWNTOWN (Across from Chenun ShoesI
615 W. Roosevelt Rd.

312-243-5465

Open 7

GETTING READY: tips on preparing lor prom
HAIR
DOtryout

CLOTHING

different ways to
wear your hair
before the big
night. It doesn't
matter whether
your hair is short.
long. curly. thick.
straight. or wavy.
Also try out the
different color
techniques at
least a month
before so if
there ·s something you don't
like you can
always change
it.

BEHAVIOR
ladies
and gents
DO decide on how much the cost
will be and split it between you two,
if necessary.

DON'Tbe se~ish.
DO mingle with other people
besides that special person you
take with you.

DON'Tdesert your date the
minute you hit the door

DO treat your date with respect
DON'Tget so out of control and

the latest sexual health
and wei/ness information

rowdy that you bring great
embarrassment to yourself as well
as your date.

DON'T dye or

DO go to prom with someone that

perm your hair
the night before prom or the
same day. because the results
can be devastating
DO wear a weave on prom
only if it's nice. secure. and
clean . I believe things
would be pretty embarrassing if your date finds out that
your hair really isn't yours
and it belongs to a horse.
DON'T wear a weave if it's: 1)
not nicely groomed and. 2) your
hair is not freshly permed.
(Note: If your real hair is so short
that it doesn't cover the weave
tracks. for your sake as well as
mine don't wear it).

?you can have tun with and who

DO wear a dress with a nice
color to catch his eye.
DON'T wear all black from
head to toe . You don't want
people to think V'ou' re going
to a funeral.

DO look for dresses with built
in bra cups especially with a
strapless dress.

DON'T wear a strapless dress
without a strapless bra.
(A very Important tip: Don't
even think about wearing a
bra with straps under a

DO wear tinge mails that are at
least 114 Inch long. so that you

DO

DO

apply colors that make
your eyes stand out. Make
sure that you use colors that
blend with your skin tones. For
example, if you're dark skinned
don't wear orange eye shadow,
wear somthing like a light or
dark brown instead.
DON'Tieave your house
looking like Rainbow Brite or
like you painted your face
with your little sister' s
Crayolas. For example: red,
orange, pink. blue. purple. all
in one line.

just because you're desperate and
In need of a date.

DO make sure you're on Hme with
everything

DON'Tsit in front of the bathroom
m1rror for a good three hours
admiring your hair and makeup
while your date wafts on you.

DO moke sure there 's enough
money in your pocket for you to
get home sately just In case your
date gets a

less
dress.)

MAKEUP

DON'Tgo to prom with someone

strap-

NAILS
will be able to pick up your
eating utensils tor dinner.
DON'T go to prom and
scare your date with fingernails that look like Johnny
Depp's in ·Edward
Scissorhands. •

can make you laugh

Sunday crt 7:30 am

Promising Treatment
Strategies in the Rght
Against AIDS
Sponsored by: Tb• Unicorn
Foundation

little too drunk.

March 18, 19 & 21

1

DON Tsit

stoned friend

try to dnve you
home and

•

Wonied About Cast~
Beatin8 the Safet Sex Bille$

around and
let your totally

you
can
move
around
freely
ln.
DON'T
wear a
dress
where
you
have to watch how you eat or
how you exhale.ln fear of
busting out through the seams of
your dress.
DO buy a dress or get It made a
couple of months ahead of time .
DON'T rush to buy a dress at
the last minute. you might wind
up not liking the dress. or worst .
getting a dress from Sears or Kmart. or something that
everyone-else (Including your
worst enemy) has.

~
WNl/A 95.5

March 11, 12 & 14

Q

1

0

1

Sunday Nights at 1am

Sponsored by: The Chicago
Department of Public Health
March 25, 26 & 28

Instead winds

Discovering the Healing
Path

updrMngyou

Sponsored by: Fujisewa USA

into a ditch.

DO talk to
your friend~
the pressure Is
on to have
sex. Let your
date know how you feel about the

Apri11 , 2&4

ENERGY88.7 ~1,,
Saturday at 6pm &
Tuestltiy at 9am

Unsute, But Not UJsafe: A
Guide to Coming Out Safely

Sponsored by: The ~hicago
Department of Public Health
April 8, 9 & 11

DON'T have sex unless you both

You're Not Alone: Finding
Hope and Healing from
Depression

decide on the way things ore

Sponsored by: Burroughs Wellcome

Issue.

going to be done. (Note: If you
both decide to do so please use
protection.)

Nikita Dixon, Manley
Illustrations by

Hugo Garcia, lane

S{Jomored in-pwl IJy l11e Clncuyo Depwtment of PuiJ/ic
Health! For more infommtlon on HIVIAIDS am/ HIV!Sexually
Transmillecl Disease Testmy CALL 312-141-AIDS. To receive
a free Wped copy of any program. CALL Horizotls

Commullity Setvices at 312-412-6469.

Go to the Head of the Class with
a money saving offer
at a location listed below
2217 S. Cicero Ave. (CICERO)
Cicero, IL 60650
(708) 652-8877
(in Omni Shopping Center)

11915 S. Pulaski (ALSIP)
Alsip, IL 60658
(708) 396-1930
(next to Amoco)

3155 W. Cennak (22nd & Kedzie)
Chicago, IL 60623
(312) 762-1947
(across from Kentucky Fried Chicken)

1920 N. Milwaukee@ Western
Chicago, IL 60647
(312) 276-0098
(across from McDonald's)

4 73 Torrence (CALUMET)
Calumet City, IL 60409
(708) 868-5030
(across from Purple Steer Restaurant)

8700 S. Ashland (87 & ASHLAND)
Chicago, IL 60620
(312) 779-1570
(across from Amoco)

5953 W. North @ Awtin
Chicago, IL 60639
(312) 9622-8674
(across from currency exchange)

17310 Torrence Ave.
Lansing, IL 60438
(708) 418-8034

1511 W. Jefferson (JOLIET)
Joliet, lL 60435
(815) 741-3440
(next to McDonald's)

4624 S. Damen Ave. (47th & DAMEN)
Chicago, IL 60609
(312) 579-0204
(in Omni Shopping Center)

6350 N. Broadway@ Devon
Chicago, IL 60660
(312) 973-4677
(across from Broadway retirement home)

5240 N. Milwaukee@ Foster
Chicago, IL 60630
(312) 283-4010

10258 S. Halsted (103rd & HLSTD)
Chicago, IL 60628
(312) 239-4522
(across from Amoco)

6301 S. Kedzie (63rd & Kedzie)
Chicago, IL 60629
(312) 476-7449
(across from Payless Shoe Source)

120 W. Chicago ((Chgo. & LaSalle)
Chicago, IL 60610
(312) 642-0012
(across from the Moody Bible Institute)

115th & Halsted
11449 S. Halsted
Chicago, IL 60628
(312) 264-8645

BUY A BACON CHEESEBURGER BUY A BACON CHEESEBURGER
& REG. DRINK
&FRY
& GET A FREE REG. FRY
& GET A FREE REG. DRINK
EXPIRES 4-l-95

EXPIRES 4-l-95
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